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DIGEST

A bid price is not ambiguous where one line item price is
enclosed in parenthesis and not computed in the total price
since the only reasonable interpretation of the bid price,
from the face of the bid documents and considered in light
of the other bids, is that the line item is not specifically
priced but is included in the prices of other related line
items,

DECISION

G.C. Ferguson 4-T Construction protests the award to
L,N, Johnson Paving under invitationtfor bids (IFB)
No. R4-IDAWY-92-1 issued by the Department of Agriculture,
Forest Service, for campground rehabilitation at the Warm
River Campground, Ashton Ranger District, Targhee National
Forest, Idaho, Ferguson asserts that Johnson's bid should
have been rejected since it was ambiguous and nonresponsive.

We deny the protest.

The Forest Service issued the IFS on October 24, 1991. The
bid schedule consisted of 11 line items and award was to be
made to the bidder offering the lowest total price. Each
line item was identified by a number corresponding to the
specification number describing the work to be done. Item
No. 11506, entitled "Camping Unit," was the final line item
and was described in the specification as follows:

"This item consists of furnishing the materials,
labor and equipment necessary to construct camping
units . . .



"The bituminous pAvement and other items which are
required for total completion of the camping unit
I , . will be measured and paid for in accordance
with their respective item specifications. . , 9"

The other items on the bid schedule included the bituminous
pAVement, an well as the removal and disposal of existing
structures, site preparation and grading, borrow (a material
vonsisting of granular and small rock used for subgrade
construction), topsoil removal and replacement, and
construction of one 2-unit comfort station,

Prior to bid opening, Johnson told the contracting officer
that, since Ouch of the work encompassed by item-No, 11506
had to be priced under the other related itemi, it'was going
to prepare its bid with the entire price for item No, 11506
included in those other items and that it would not specifi-
cally price item No, 11506, Johnson asked the contracting
officer if he would understand if, on its bid in the place
provided for pricing item No, 11506, Johnson enrlosed in
parentheses the price of all work actually needed to
complete item Not 11506, even though the price for that work
wao included in the other items, The contracting officer
informed Johnson that this mechod was appropriate for
showing that item No. 11506 was not specifically priced but
was included in the other items,

Johnson's bid on the IFS appeared an:

lxmer Quantity Price Total

00025 Catfot Itatioe. $ ;i'.so o ;i9,500s 00
0Oj00 lit. lreper&etloin end Qndng Job 4,UQQQ 40.00000
01316 Uval at of lting Toilet 1 1,66o09600 ig@00
01119.1 RiWvOl at Exiting Tbloe 9 37.00 333.00
0:zj9-2 ROvM ot tdlting Ireplacs 3 4.00 211.00
01119-3 FAvfl of Vpright Grill 7 25.00 175.00
O119-4 Rvm l ot QC sting Asphlt 516 sq. yd. 3,32 1934.5i
032a3 select jongv 165 cubic flu, 9950 1,757.50
02612 Mat *lttai S PlantALX 150 tos 5.00 11,250.00
0;g05 Topsoill, Stippd, stockpiled, Reepread 20 cubic yda, 47.09 940.00
11504 cOiqA Unit 10 I2f327.00I (23o270.001

642,761 * 6

Bid opening war on November 25.1 Eight bids were submitted.
Johnson was th0 apparent low bidder at $42,769.62, Fergucon
was the second low bidder at $43,772. The contracting
officer prepared a bid abstract on which he recorded each
bidder's individual item and total price.. For item
Mo. 11506 under Johnuon's name, the contracting officer
wrote "Included in above prices."

'Select Borrow was furnished by the Forest Service and hauled
by the contractor.
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Ferguson asserts that Johnson's bidcis ambiguous since the
total item prices do not equal $42,769,62 and the meaning
and intent of what the price in parenthesis for item
No, 11506 is unclear, While Ferguson argues that standard
accounting practice treats numbers enclosed in parentheses
as negative numbers to be subtracted from the bid price,
Ferguson asserts that it is actually impossible to determine
from Johnson's bid what it intended the parentheses to mean,
For example, Ferguson hypothesizes that Johnson's bid could
have intended the $23,279 be added to its bid making it
$69,039,62, which would make Ferguson the low bidder, or
that this figure would be subtracted from the bid making the
total bid $1v,499,62, or that this figure is an obvious
mistake whose meaning is not discernible from the face of
the bid, Ferguson concludes that since it is impossible to
know what Johnson actually intended to bid, the Forest
Service must reject Johnson's ambiguous bid and award the
contract to Ferguson as the next low bidder,

The agency denies that thete is any ambiguity in Johnson's
bid and that it understood Johnson's parenthetical price for
item No, 11506 to mean that this price was included else-
where in the bid, In this regard, we note the parenthetical
amount equals the total amount of item Nos. 02100 through
02805, i~e., all items except item No. 00026, the comfort
station.

4 " ;.:I 

A bid-must be rejected ft the price is ambiguous and under
orte of the possible interpretations the price is not low.
Associated MetchanicWl, Inhc, B-243892, Aug. 23f,1991', 91-2
CPDI ¶192. While a bidanis ambiguous only where it is
subjdct to, two or more reasonable interpretations, Hiah
Counfltrv EctuiW't.s Inc., 5-242669, Apr., 19, 1991, 91-1 CPD
¶ 392, an item in a bid that has more than one possible
interpretation is not ,ambiguous if the application of reason
serves to 'remove the doubt and thus renders only one reason-
able interpretation of the bid" 51 Comp, Gen. 831, 833-34
(1972); Blueridce Gen., Inci, B-246189, Feb. 24, 1992,,1
71 Comp. Gen , 92-1 CPD ¶ 218'. Here, Johnson's bid is
not ambiguous because it has only one reasonable interpjreta-
tion, tsen, that the price given in parentheses was already
included in the prices for other items and should not be
used to calculate the total bid price.

Granted, there are two possible inter'pretations of the
meaning of the parentheses on the item No. 11506 price. As
Ferguson asserts,-it is common accounting practice to treat
figures enclosed in parentheses on financial documents as
negative numbers. Outside of the field of accounting,
however, it is common to parenthesize information to inter-
ject a comment or digression. See Webster's Third New
International Dictionary, Unabridged, 1641 (1966).
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Applying reason, we find that the accounting usage cannot
apply sensibly to Johnson's bid, First of all, a bid of
negative $23,270 for constructing campsites would be
consideitobly out of line with the other bids and the
government estimate for item No, 11506;2 this is sufficient
in itself to treat the accounting usage interpretation as
unreasonable, 51 Comp. Gen. 831 supra. Indeed, since
Johnson provided "positive" prices for other line items that
the IFSB indicates comprise item No, 11506, inch, bituminous
paving, it is illogical to surmise that the price for item
No, 11506 was negative. Additionally,//a negative price for
an item would mean that the bidder has offered to pay the
government for the privilege of providing the work required
for that item.3 This interpsetation; ,isgot consistent with
the entrepreneurial environment of gpvernment procurement.
Finally, a bid is not. a financial statement, nor a
supporting document to such a statement, to which accounting
terms may naturally apply. Nor is there an expectation that
the bid preparers for this procurement for building camp-
sites be versed in accounting terms and practices, Thus, it
is not reasonable to assume that Johnson intended to
communicate its bid using the specialized language of
accountants and the possible interpretation of the
parenthetical price in Johnson's bid as a deduction from the
total bid price is not reasonable,

Johnson's intended bid, and its intent to include the price
for item No. 11506 in the prices of otier line items, is
reasonably evident from the face of Johnson's bid, particu-
larly in light of the other bids received, See BlueridAa
Gen. Inc, .§fl2A. Examining Johnson's bid, we notice that
all of the line items, excluding item No. 11506, add to
$42,769.62, which is the total price indicated on the bid.
This total bid price is only approximately $1,000 less than

2The bid abstract reveals the following prices for item
No. 11506:

Government Estimate $ 5,000'
Johnson "Included in above prices"
Ferguson 3,600
Bidder #1 2,560
Bidder #2 16,960
Bidder #3 3,OO
Bidder #4 7,500
Bidder #5 6,000
Bidder #6 3,850

While portions of the camping unit work are included in the
other line items, this item required additional work beyond
the other line items,
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Ferquson's bid and is in line with the other bids and the
government estimate,' Also, the IFB specification for item
No. 11506 instructs bidders tcv price work needed for "total
completion" of the camping units in the other line items
ofrthe IFB specifically describing that work, From our
review, it appears that all line items, except thfe one for
construction of the comfort station, item No. 00026, are
relatind to the construction of the camping units, including
the removal of obstructions affecting the construction and
useabil ity of the new camping units, Moreover, Johnson's
price of $23,270 for the camping uhit related items (line
item Nos, 02100 throvgh 11506 inclusive) is in line with
Ferguson's price of $27,272, the government estimate of
$25,364 and the other bidders' prices that range from
$21,476 to $36,613 for these items,

Since Johnson's parenthetical price and total bid price are
in line with the prices that the other bidders offered to
construct the camping units and with their total bid prices,
it is reasonable to interpret Johnson'f parenthetical price
as a comment"interjected to indicate that the price bid for
this item was included in the prices of other line items and
that this item was not specifically priced. 51 Comp.
Gen, 831 s'upra; Blueridqe Gen., Inc, supra, The ,
contracting officer had no difficulty determining the
meaning of the parenthetical price, as evidenced from his
notation "Included in above prices" on the bid abstract, He
found that the format of Johnson's bid schedule was consis-
tent with his understanding of a not-specifically-priced
bid, which he had discussed with Johnson prior to submission
of bids.5

It is also not reasonable to assume that Johnson could have
mistakenly put the parentheses around the price on item

'The other bids ranged frpm $43,772 to $77,700 and the
government estimate was $1'7,364.

5A contracting officer mdj'4 refer to commuticatioins,,that
occurred prior:tu.tbid opending to understand the terms of the
written bid when;--,the writtnibid isiconsistent with" tethe
contracting;;,offi i'cbr! sunderstandlng of the communication.
see 6henrallv FJBWEnr'c Co.t B-1811147, Sept. 12, 1974, 74-2
CPD 1 162; Macke Co. v. UnitedSttes, 467 F,2d 1323, 1326
(Ct.Clo 1972); Sylvania Slec. Prods,. Inc. v. United States,
458 F.2d 994, 1005-07 (Ct.Cl, 1972). This should not be
confused with a bidder relying on pre-bid-opening oral
communication with procuring agency personnel to bind the
agency. See# eL9g, Cuernilarco Elec. Suonly, B-240249,
Nov. 2, 1990, 91-1 CPD ¶ 68 (oral advice does not bind the
government and a bidder relies on such advice at its own
risk).,n 
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No, 11506, and that it intended an additional $23,270 for
this item, The parentheses in Johnson's bid are very
distinct and encompass both the unit price and total price
for this item, Since it reasonably should be assumed that
the parentheses were intentionally inserted around these
prices to show that they are different than the other items,
it is not reasonable to simply add this price to the other
items to arrive at the total bid price, where, as here,
there is a reasonable explanation for the parentheses,

Alternatively, Ferguson a&igues that assuming Johnson did not
specifically price the item, and that its price for item
No, 11506 is included in the prices for other line items,
its bid must be rejected as nonresponsive. We disagree,

An a general rule, a bid must be rejected as nonresponsive
if the bid, as submitted1 ,does not include a price for every
item requested by the IE'hj Telex Com. IncaU--Mil-Tech Sys..
Inc. B-212385; B-212385,2, Jan. 30, 1984, 84-1 CPD 11127.
The reason for this rule is that where a bidder fails to
submit a price for an item, the bidder generally is not
obligated to provide that item as part of the other.-require-
ments for which prices were offered,' Id. An exception to
this rule occurs where a bidder does not specifyaiprice for
a line item, but indicates in some affirmative fashion -on
then bid that it is aware of and commits-to providintg the
su "p4lies and services covered by that line item' withWho
addition to the total pricelbid.wA L Iistruem-nt'st-IM
B-220228, Sept. 27, 1985, 85-2 CPD ¶ 351; Soectrum Leasinq
.Qqrn. B-21"6615, Feb,. 19, 19851 M5-1 CPD.~ 211t National
Mediation Bd.--Reablest for Advanc&e-Dec'ision¢, B-209037,
Oct. 8, 1982, 82-2 CPD ¶ 323, As previously explained, tbne
only reasonable interpretation of Johnson's bid is that it
included the price of item No, 11506 in the price of other
line items and therefore it has acknowledged and has offered
to provide the supplies and services covered by that item
under its bid price of $42,769.62.

Ferguson also argues that-Johnson's bid should be rejected
as unbalanced by virtue of its not specifically pricing item
No. 11506. Before a bid can be rejected as unbalanced, it
must be found both mathematically unbalanced and materially
unbalanced. Sanford Cooling, 5-242423, Apr. 15, 1991, 91-1
CPD ¶ 376, A bid is mathematically unbalanced where it is
based on nominal prices for some of the line items and
enhanced prices for other line items. jA, A mathematically
unbalanced bid must be rejected where there is a reasonable
doubt that acceptance of such bid will result in the lowest

6It would be even more unreasonable to assume that Johnson
intended some other positive bid amount other than $23,270
for item No. 11506.
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overall cost to the government, .LLe, that the mathemati-
cally unbalanced bid is alsn materially unbalanced, Id
The guiding factor for det/frmining whether a mathematically
unbalanced bid is also materially unbalanced is the accuracy
of the government's estimate of the anticipated quantity of
work to be performed--if the estimate is reasonably accu-
rate, then a mathematically unbalanced low bid may be
accepted. Edward B Friel, Inc. et al., 55 Comp. Gen. 488
(1975), 75-2 CPD ¶ 333,

The record in this case does not-demonstrate that Johnson's
bid was mathematically unbalanced because, although Johnson
did not specifically price item No. 11506, there is no
showing that Johnson's other item prices were enhanced;
these item prices do not appear to be out of line with the
government estimate or the other bids, See Amnex Corn.,
B-243855.3, Dec. 9, 1991, 91-2 CPD ¶ 525, However, even if
we were to assume Johnson's bid was mathematically unbal-
anced, its bid cannot be said to be materially unbalanced
because there is neO evidence, or even an allegation, that
questions the accuracy of the government's estimated quanti-
ties of work to be performed Therefore, there is no basis
to reject Johnson's bid as unbalanced.

Based on the foregoing, we find that Johnson's bid is unam-
biguous and responsive, and properly can be accepted for
award by the Forest Service.

The protest is denied.

James F. Hinchm
fp General Counsel
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